Ryarsh Primary School

RYARSH AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE

Xavier
Koala
It is with great pleasure that we award our excellence award for this term to Xavier.
Throughout year 4, Xavier has excelled in many areas of school life. This has been down to a
combination of enthusiasm, creativity and risk-taking.
Xavier’s work ethic has improved well throughout the year and we have especially loved
those moments where Xavier has gone beyond the already high expectations placed upon
him.We think he may have even surprised himself on a number of occasions!
What underpins Xavier’s approach to learning is his incredibly infectious enthusiasm. Xavi
loves to learn and this love will often inspire the other children in Koala class around him. Xavier loves sharing his ideas, especially in English. During writing tasks, Xavi is always able to
combine his incredible vocabulary in unique ways which have a fantastic impact on the
reader. We believe that one of the main reasons Xavi is able to produce such incredible
writing is due to the fact that he is an avid reader of all kids of books. He recently managed
to read through many of Percy Jackson books in what may be some kind of record time
and was then debating on whether to delve into the world of the hobbit or the lord of the
rings as his next reading adventure.
We are also incredibly proud of his recent improvement in mathematics. Xavier has worked
incredibly hard on his multiplication tables since joining the school and has made absolutely
wonderful progress. Xavier’s combination of improved number work and his use of language has led to some fantastic examples of written reasoning where he is able to explain
his mathematical thinking in increasingly articulate ways.
Even though it was in the previous term, we must mention Xavi’s excellent performance in
our year production. As one of the lead characters, he did remarkably well to learn all his
lines and deliver these lines with great use of tone, intonation and volume.
Xavier’s conduct around the school makes him a great role model for the rest of the class,
as well as the whole school community. His manners are exemplary and he conducts himself with dignity. We are certain that even his brother would agree that Xavier’s approach
to school is absolutely first class.
We are sure that he will continue to have a fantastic year and go on to achieve some fantastic things during his time at Ryarsh Primary School. We are really proud of you Xavier and
we’re sure the rest of Koala class are really proud to have you as part of our class too.

Signed - Mrs Crozier and Mr Childs

